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Abstract 
This paper addresses the rapid growth, popularity, and structure of US Golf Academies.  
Specifically, we highlight a phenomenon from a non-US golfing community’s perspective; 
namely, that of the “talent tourist” (i.e., youth golfer) seeking to develop their playing skills 
and academic ability within a foreign talent pathway.  With so much of these golfers’ futures 
at stake (e.g., large financial costs and time dedicated), there is a surprising lack of research 
attention paid to these academies’ talent development environments; for instance, their 
structure, position in the overall talent pathway, the quality of the approaches used, or reasons 
why golfers strive to enroll onto them.  By addressing these issues, this paper will present the 
case for greater research interest and the development of more effective talent development 
pathways. 
 Keywords: coaching, elite performance, expertise, talent development
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The US Golf Academy System and the Twenty First Century Talent Tourists!  Future Lines 
of Research to Understand this New Golf Talent Pathway 
Many journalists and popular writers have recently commented on the development of 
sporting talent and, in doing so, widened the debate on how this process is best accomplished 
(Alfremow, 2015; Coyne, 2009; Epstein, 2014; Gladwell, 2009; McClusky, 2015; Syed, 
2011).  In somewhat of a contrast, evidence-based models highlight that the development of 
sporting expertise is not simply a linear physiological model (Balyi, 2002 but cf. Bailey et al., 
2009) but rather a complex interaction of biological, psychological, and sociological factors 
(i.e., biopsychosocial; see Bailey, Collins, Ford, MacNamara, Toms, & Pearce, 2009; Collins, 
Bailey, Ford, MacNamara, Toms, & Pearce, 2012).  Each of these factors separately, and in 
combination, present various and varying degrees of challenge that the performer must 
negotiate.  Focused predominantly on the psycho-social elements of this challenge, what has 
been described as a “rocky road” (Collins & MacNamara, 2012) relies on the deployment of 
specific, psycho-behavioural skill-sets, particularly during periods of transition (e.g., growth 
spurts, from club- to university-level participation) and challenge (e.g., higher-level 
competition, implementing technique changes). 
These various complexities indicate the importance of a performer’s interaction with 
coaches and support practitioners (Collins, Burke, Martindale, & Cruickshank, 2015) and the 
opportunities to acquire, and master such skills; that is, the coaching environment (see 
Henrikson, Stambulova, & Roessler, 2010, 2011; Martindale, Collins, & Abraham, 2007; 
Martindale & Mortimer, 2011).  With this in mind, many have suggested how coaches can 
best develop performers in practice (Abraham, Collins, & Martindale, 2006; Abraham & 
Collins, 2011a; Cushion, Armour, & Jones, 2003; Gilbert & Trudel, 2013a, 2013b; Lyle, 
2002; Schempp, McCullick, & Mason, 2006), and establish the most conducive talent 
environment for athletes to develop (Henrickson et al., 2010; Martindale et al., 2007). 
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In recent years, however, the talent pathway adopted by many international elite 
sporting organizations has appeared to neglect some of these well researched principles.  
Concurrently, although we claim no link here to causation as a consequence of neglecting 
biopsychosocial interactions, many golfers are opting to enroll onto an increasingly 
popularized alternative development system; the Golf Academy.  Accordingly, there is a need 
to further understand this new destination as a starting point for future advances in 
international talent development, especially considering the potential disparities in 
sociocultural milieu between the home countries of the golfers and the American 
environment to which they are drawn (cf. Baliey et al., 2009).  
Therefore, reflecting these various concerns, this paper addresses US golf academies 
as an exemplar template and their role in developing young, aspiring professional golfers 
from around the world; thus, creating what we refer to as the twenty first century talent 
tourists.  In doing so, the paper proceeds through the following stages: (1) we provide an 
insight into the structure of the US talent pathway and the role that academies play within it; 
(2) next, we examine the development and operation of the US golf academies; and finally 
(3) we utilize literature to explore how the talent tourists (or rather their parents/sponsors!) 
are being encouraged to take up this alternative talent development option, therefore 
providing a critical discussion on how such academies are evaluated and assessed.  While our 
discussion applies to many non-US countries (e.g., China, Korea, and Russia), and a range of 
sports (tennis and soccer in particular), we mainly focus on the situation and decisions facing 
England Golf’s young golfers as a reflection of our most recent and involved work. 
US Golf’s Talent Pathway: The Journey and Academies’ Role 
The traditional route to professional sport participation in the US is through a talent 
pathway intertwined with the adolescent athlete’s schooling and educational standing.  For 
example, high school performances are exposed by the national media and monitored by US 
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college athletic directors who have the budgets and ambition to offer future sporting 
scholarships (Green & Houlihan, 2008), as depicted in “Route A” in Figure 11.  
Subsequently, when at college or university, individuals are treated as full-time student-
athletes and have every element of their training and academic study supervised and 
supported.  In this talent development environment (TDE), players are exposed to near-
professional levels of competition and performance expectations, through the National 
Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) Conference Championships and a plethora of live 
televised fixtures: Such events generate millions of dollars for their college which is 
reinvested into their sporting program offer.  Indeed, within this culture, some student-
athletes develop public profiles similar to many professional athletes (which, in effect, they 
are); their personal details becoming public as their sporting futures are seen as integral to the 
success and efficacy of their colleges’ athletic programs (Smolianov, 2015).  As a student-
athlete, however, players are exposed to additional demands since they are concurrently 
enrolled upon a full-time degree, having first had to achieve a minimum Grade Point Average 
(GPA) based on their high school grades and an American College Testing (ACT) or 
Standard Attainment Test (SAT) score sufficient to grant them access to this sporting arena 
(NCAA, 2015a).  Consequently, in order to protect the college’s assets while imposing these 
demands on each student-athlete, co-operation between academic and coaching staff is 
essential, as well as individual player dedication and professionalism to achieve a 
combination of academic and sporting goals. 
Following this exposure to pressurized competitive environments, college golfers 
seeking a career in professional tournament golf must qualify through a series of Tour School 
                                                             
1 For UK readers when we refer to “college” in a US context we refer to a higher education 
institution which only offers academic study up to and including a four year baccalaureate 
honours degree.  In the US system the term “university” is reserved for those higher 
education institutions that are permitted to deliver post graduate programs beyond the 4 year 
degree. 
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events, with successful candidates attaining player membership of the US or European PGA 
Tours.  From a pathway perspective, it is intended that the NCAA Conference Championship 
experience will develop the necessary skills and positively transfer to the professional level, 
but only if the players have been systematically prepared against a holistic talent model 
which develops those characteristics which will best support such a transfer (e.g., some of the 
important psychobehavioural skills evidently useful in education and sport; see Collins & 
MacNamara, 2012; Martindale et al., 2007; Martindale & Mortimer, 2011; MacNamara, 
2011; Wyllemann, Alfermann, & Lavellee, 2004).  Many famous golfers have progressed 
through this pathway, including notable graduates such as Tiger Woods, Phil Mickelson, 
Jordan Spieth, Zach Johnson, and Bubba Watson.  Furthermore, they have all been promoted 
on an international scale as products of its success (PGA Tour, 2015).  In short, the pathway 
enjoys considerable status and endorsement, both within and outwith the sport. 
While this pathway demonstrates a linear and embedded option along existing 
educational transitions, however, it does present a barrier to those seeking entry from outside 
the US educational system (e.g., language difficulties or sociocultural differences), and an 
almost insurmountable task for those who lack the requisite post-compulsory education 
academic standards.  As such, entry level standards onto the USPGA Tour may be stifled by a 
limited pool of high-level golfers (NCAA, 2015a). 
Recently, however, such a pathway has been augmented to provide golfers with an 
alternative entry point to compete for college scholarships, shown as Route B in Figure 1.  
The High School (16–18 years of age) competition program, though still robust and valuable 
in exposing young golfers to pressure environments, has been surpassed by the attention paid 
by college scouts to the national junior tours and players’ performances at these individual 
events (AJGA, 2015; Gray, 2015).  For the talent tourist, therefore, a new gateway into the 
golfing “promised land” has been opened.  This shift away from high school golf over the 
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past decade reflects the US college coaches’ greater interest in more longitudinal scoring 
average, rounds under par, and head-to-head records as better indicators of whom to offer one 
of their prized scholarship awards (cf. a single performance observation of limited team 
numbers at the National High School Championship finals; Junior Golf Scoreboard, 2015a).  
Prioritization in this new way considers the level of competition across local and regional 
events to national events such as USGA sponsored tournaments (e.g., US Junior Boys and US 
Amateur).  All players’ results are collated and have resulted in a national ranking system 
provided by the National Junior Golf Scoreboard (NJGSC; Junior Golf Scoreboard, 2015b; 
Golfweek, 2015a), which ranks 8,618 boys and 2,819 girls who play in these US 
tournaments.  It is such tournaments that golf academies use to prepare golfers to compete at 
and secure the requisite playing ranking to gain the talent scouts’ attention (AJGA, 2015).  
Understandably therefore, for the talent tourists’ parents/sponsors, access to this “shop 
window” might have become paramount in their thinking.  For high school graduates too, 
participation, and success, at these junior tournaments can also serve to supplement an 
already established academic portfolio and increase their chances of securing a college 
scholarship (College Golf Combines, 2015). 
With this change in focus for junior golfers and the NJGS arbitrary selection process 
now in place, progression into the next level of the talent pathway is reliant upon quality 
preparation and high-performance levels at these ranking events.  With a US college 
scholarship worth in the value of $50,000 per year for four years (NCAA, 2015b; Scholarship 
Statistics, 2015), plus additional benefits at some colleges which may total in excess of 
$100,000 (Berkowitz, 2015; NCAA, 2015c), the rationale of the talent tourist and their 
parents for investing in a US golf academy program seems logical.  Indeed, over the last few 
years a growing number of academy graduates have progressed through this talent pathway 
into a career in professional tournament golf.  Some of the most high profile academy 
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international alumni include Ryo Ishikawa, Bernd Wiesberger, Peter Uihlein, and Emilliano 
Grillo in the men’s game, and Paula Creamer, Catriona Matthews, Jessica Korda, and Julieta 
Granada in the women’s game to name but a few (IMG, 2015a).  Such a well-promoted track 
record of alumni achieving their dreams through prestigious college scholarships, 
Professional Tour Cards, and tournament victories, surely serves to build/reinforce the desire 
of the talent tourists to access the pathway to golfing success. 
Contrasts with the England Golf Pathway 
As a contrast to Routes A and B described above, we present Route C in Figure 1 to 
depict the conventional pathway of elite-level amateur golfers in England, as described by 
England Golf in their Whole Sport Plan and strategic documents (England Golf, 2010; 
English Golf Union, 2011; England Golf Partnership, 2013; England Golf, 2014).  Whereas 
both US pathways see golfers progress through an educational system immediately prior to 
entering the professional ranks, namely college education, the pathway in Route C is not 
similarly intertwined.  As such, there is a seemingly less obvious need to progress along this 
dual route, with many young golfers perceiving a most practical option as giving up their 
education in order to dedicate more time to improving their golf performance.  As an example 
of this attitude, consider the recently publicized opinion of lady golfer Charlie Hull who 
chose to exit formal education in order to further her professional golfing career (BBC, 
2014).  Entry into the US college educational system and, therefore, the opportunity to enter 
the NCAA Championships would be an impossibility for those golfers who decided to end 
their formal education at the compulsory age of 17 in the UK (i.e., termination at GCSE level, 
not continuing into A Level, etc.).  Indeed, a similar fate will also befall other young 
European golfers who may leave their respective school system before completing their 
sports diplomas, or any Chinese players who decide to leave their sports schools at age 16. 
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It is important to acknowledge that, in more recent iterations of England Golf’s 
development plans, these important later stages of high school have been recognized through 
the establishment of an Advanced Apprenticeship in Sporting Excellence (AASE) program 
(selected students can take a golf performance-focused apprenticeship alongside their tertiary 
level studies at ages 16–18).  Such a funded provision is, however, offered only to second tier 
golfers within the pathway, with more elite-level golfers selected onto national age group 
squads and teams with the explicit aim of progress to the full England Elite Squad (see Figure 
1, Route C).  For these latter golfers, the reality of participating in US college golf remains 
unchanged if not enrolled at A level/high school; for those in the second tier, in contrast, it 
may not be a matter of academic standard that prevents them from entering the college 
system, but rather their golf performances.  Within the national squads, players access group 
and individual coaching (including specialist sport science support), play a negotiated 
competition schedule of amateur events in England and overseas, and compete for England in 
international team events and tournaments (e.g., Home Internationals).  Although in past 
years this non-academic route has nurtured many golfers who have progressed into 
professional tournament golf, for example, Justin Rose, Chris Wood, Danny Willett, Matthew 
Baldwin, Eddie Pepperell, Tommy Fleetwood, and Tyrell Hatton, the opportunity of a fully 
funded US college program for English players has also been very attractive.  Indeed English 
players such as Luke Donald, Paul Casey, and, at the time of writing this paper, 6 players in 
current England national teams, have taken this US option, therefore affording increased 
tournament participation and exposure to a greater competitor pool (Golfweek, 2015b).  
Ultimately, such an experience may inherently generate a better “rocky road,” with 
opportunity for harder challenges and, therefore higher rewards. 
US Golf Academies: Their Development and Operation 
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Sport performance academies can be dated back to 1978 when Nick Bolletteri opened 
the Nick Bolletteri Tennis Academy which, in 1987 was bought by International 
Management Group (IMG).  In 1993, IMG expanded their product offerings and created a 
partnership with David Leadbetter in forming the first golf academy (IMG, 2015b).  One year 
later this academy further expanded to include baseball and soccer; today, the offer includes 
US football, basketball, lacrosse, and athletics (IMG, 2015c).  Indeed, across the US no less 
than 15 full-time golf academies exist (Saddlebrook, IMG, Core, Mike Bender, Eagles 
Dream, Gary Gilchrest, IJGT, JPGA, Greg Norman, ClubMed, Bishops Gate, Jim MacLean, 
Annika Golf, Tim Sheredy Golf Institute, and Missing Links Golf Academy), each offering 
an experience which includes schooling, accommodation and board, and a golf training 
program at a cost of between $30,000–$80,000 per year.  Upon first investigation, all 
academies can be seen to offer a very similar product to the market with little differentiation 
evident for the consumer seeking to choose between them.  Without independent comparison 
sites, offering objective league tables based on common performance metrics (such as 
percentage of players securing scholarships, value added score improvement data for players, 
etc.) decisions may simply be based parsimoniously on which academy’s information was 
sourced first, which academy has been recommended to the talent tourist by their peers, or 
which was advised through one of a number of management placement companies which 
have come into the market to advise players of their options.  A typical daily schedule at an 
academy would mirror that of a student-athlete in a college environment; players attend 
school from about 8am–1pm, travel to the golf course to practice and play until 5pm, have 
dinner, and then complete either fitness sessions or study tables for the rest of the night.  
Integral to the program is an intense competition schedule, with students competing up to 20 
weeks per year in local, regional, national, and international events in order to place 
themselves in the “shop window” for college scouts to notice. 
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Typically, the practice schedule for part of each day would include instruction, play 
on the golf course, elements of fitness, mental training, and tournament support.  Within this 
afternoon, students are provided with an individualized development program and allocated 
an instructor/mentor who enables the provision of consistent feedback and access to training 
in diverse areas such as course management or tournament preparation.  Evenings see 
student-athletes undertake individual performance reviews of both their golf and academic 
progress with tutors to prevent the possibility of derailment from the talent pathway (Bishops 
Gate, 2015a; Core, 2015a; Gary Gilchrist, 2015; Greg Norman, 2015; IJGA, 2015; IMG 
2015c; Jim MacLean, 2015; JPGA, 2015; Saddle Brook, 2015a ).  We repeat here our 
observation from the previous section; that is, with such a homogenous offer in the market, 
on what basis are the talent tourists to make their decision? 
Notably, each academy recruits a mixture of players from many different 
nationalities, excelling on many international stages.  As a recent example, Chinese golfer 
Carl Yaun, 17, from Eagles Dream Golf Academy was invited to, and made the cut on, the 
European Tour at the Shenzhen International golf tournament (Eagles Dream, 2015).  Such 
televised coverage and popular fascination towards early success stories (rightly or wrongly), 
provide a powerful advert to other students within compulsory education around the world of 
the potential experiences that are on offer at US Golf Academies.  As a prerequisite for their 
future progression, such international students are offered additional English language 
support as part of their academy program; again with a focus of ensuring they are eligible for 
a college scholarship. 
How are US Academies run? 
Most US golf academies follow a similar organizational structure, including Owner, 
Chief Operating Officer, Board, Director of Golf/Instruction, and then a series of Lead and 
Support/Assistant Instructors.  Most academy owners have been professional tournament 
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golfers or coaches themselves and have a track record of business acumen.  Notably, 
however, few have an academic background or experience working in talent development per 
se.  Historically, many of the instructors employed by the owners have been skilled golfers 
too and are professed experts in their field.  However, rather than being US Professional 
Golfers’ Association qualified (the recognized US industry body for golf professionals), they 
instead become certified instructors through the academies’ own in-house processes (e.g., 
TPI, 2015; David Leadbetter, 2015; Jim McLean, 2015).  This process includes the 
instructors reading material, presenting information, watching lessons, and demonstrating 
golf skills.  A further recent development at Core Golf Academy is the establishment of a 
Golf Advisory Board.  Here, instructors are given the opportunity to attend seminars run by 
Board members on specific subject matter such as Trackman technology, three-dimensional 
motion capture, strength and conditioning, and Putting Optics (Core, 2015c).  Despite the 
claims and testimonies provided on the academy websites, however, there is no official 
independent validation of the coaches’ professional practice.  No members association exists 
to regulate and quality assure the academies’ delivery as undertaken by the NCAA in College 
sport.  Such a body which could deliver independent quality evaluations of owners, staff, and 
support workers against recognized national standards could provide the talent tourist with 
valuable data on which to base their selection. 
Academies seem to have invoked their own status and protocols within the US talent 
pathway which currently sit outside any formal reporting mechanism.  Supporting the status 
in which golf academies are held, Lorin Anderson, president of the Proponent Group which 
works as an advisor for top golf instructors, points to the exaggerated salaries commanded by 
their workers.  He suggests that comparing salaries for professionals in the golf industry 
would position academy owners and their teams high above the average annual salary bands 
($500,000).  For example academy Directors of Golf/Directors of Instruction salaries are 
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comparable with Head Coaches of college programs at Major Conference Schools and earn 
an average of $125,000, whilst even academy Instructors receive an average $40–60,000, 
compared with the average PGA salary of $55,000 (Anderson, 2015). 
US Golf Academies: Truly Expert Environments or just a Well-Publicized Self-
Fulfilling Prophecy? 
With the potential reward on offer (i.e., college scholarship/Tour card) it is no surprise 
that those from outside the US wish to gain access to the pathway.  As described in the 
sections above, US golf academies offer an interesting new entry point and unprecedented 
level of preparation for the events at which talent identification and college scholarship 
awards are decided upon, and on which our talent tourists’ golfing futures may depend.  
Considering the vast sums of money that these tourists and their sponsors are willing to pay 
in searching for the “golden ticket” and a place at a US golf academy, it is interesting to 
explore on what basis their “buying decision” might be made and how the various academies 
promote their offer to influence this decision in light of the dearth of comparative data 
available in the public domain. 
On initial inspection of academies’ websites and promotional materials (e.g., Bishops 
Gate, 2015b; Core, 2015b; Eagles Dream, 2015; Gary Gilchrist, 2015; Saddle Brook, 2015b), 
it is clear that all offer outstanding physical facilities, locations which benefit from 
exceptional natural climates, and position themselves with very similar price points for the 
premium service they promote.  From a human resources perspective, all promote the quality 
of their instructional teams, accumulated wealth of experience, and track record of working 
with successful players and teams (Annika, 2015; IMG, 2015e; Jim McLean, 2015; Mike 
Bender, 2015; Tim Sheredy, 2015).  What is not clear, however, is on what basis such claims 
are made.  Against what measures are both the appropriateness of the equipment and the 
facilities’ operation to be assessed?  In respect to the instructional teams, we must also ask 
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how the quality of the experience was gained, the training selected, and the coaches’ actual 
professional practice evaluated?  Without this information being explicitly stated, how are the 
talent tourists to make the best decision for their future careers? 
Literature from many non-golfing domains explores the consumer decision making 
process when buying a product or service (Hanson, Schiffman, & Kanuk, 2011; Jansson-
Boyd, 2010; Solomon, Barnossy, Askegaard, & Hogg, 2009).  Although a detailed discussion 
of this process is beyond this paper’s scope (see Blackwell, Miniard, & Engel, 2001, for a 
more complete description of the Consumer Decision Process Model), the personal, 
psychological, and social factors (Blythe, 2009) that influence this process are highly 
pertinent.  A greater understanding of how these three factors might interact to impact on the 
talent tourists’ academy selection in practice (i.e., perceptions of quality, value for money, 
brand loyalty/awareness, cost-benefit analysis, efficacy of staff/coaches, track records etc.) 
seem important at this early stage of exploration and, therefore, warrant further examination. 
Beech and Chadwick (2007) separate the influences of these factors as either internal 
or external inputs to the decision.  Personal and social external factors such as demographics, 
family and reference groups, culture, religion, and situational factors, do bear influence on 
buying decisions, but it is the internal psychological factors, such as the consumer’s 
perceptions, motivation, learning, attitude, and personality, that have a more direct link and 
impact.  Therefore, it is these components of this particular factor that we are interested in for 
our talent tourists. 
“Perception involves a three-step process of selecting, organizing and interpreting 
information to produce meaning” (Dibb, Simkin, Pride, & Ferrell, 2012, p. 159).  
Accordingly, for our talent tourists, the information on offer when selecting their academy is 
inextricably linked with the marketing materials, publicity, and details obtained through on-
line interaction, and their recruitment visits to the individual facilities.  From the key points 
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evident on academy websites and reinforced in their marketing materials, it appears that focus 
has been directed towards promoting the quality of facilities, coaching team’s pedigree, 
location and suitability of living accommodation, pastoral care systems, academic tutoring 
and partnered schools, golf instruction, and level of sport science support.  Our concern here, 
once again, references our previous point regarding the lack of benchmarked performance 
standards against which such claims and marketing promotion could be evaluated and used as 
a filter by our talent tourists in order to disregard erroneous information and eliminate those 
academies from their list of potential selections.  Of course, an important consideration may 
also be the talent tourists’ sponsors’ input into this perception element of the buying process.  
In particular their own value-for-money perceptions and evaluation of the potential return on 
their investment.  This may be in terms of the academies’ supply of golf rounds played, time 
for practice, quality of lessons, access to the best technology, qualifications of golf staff and 
academic professors, and all are strategically targeted to resonate with their customers’ 
intended outcome of gaining a prized college scholarship and motivate them to buy into the 
academy’s performance lifestyle.  Again, an independent body which provided a fees 
comparison against outcome data on the percentage of players who progressed into college 
golf would be invaluable for sponsors to base their judgement of potential return on their 
investment.  As another parallel component, such comparisons could also focus on process 
data, reporting on the TD systems and methods used against the evidence available in the 
burgeoning literature in this field. 
As we focus specifically on the internal psychological factors that will drive and 
cement the academy buying process, we must also consider our players’ motivations.  Elliot 
and Covington (2001) note that motivation is a set of mechanisms for controlling movement 
towards goals.  As our talent tourists’ motives lie in developing their golf performance and 
securing a prestigious college scholarship, it is no surprise that the academies’ track record of 
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alumni success is highly promoted through many communication channels.  Conversely what 
may be equally of interest to the talent tourist and their sponsor is what exit data are available 
about those players who do not progress into college golf.  How satisfied were these players 
with the experience they received and where has their career now taken them?  A central 
repository of post hoc reviews (open rather than solicited a la ‘Trip Advisor’) could offer a 
great service to the aspirant tourist! 
The next internal psychological factor to be considered is the players’ learning.  
Within the academy buying process context, learning here refers to changes in behavior 
caused by information and experience, and the ability to process this new information.  This 
directly manifests itself here, with academies offering trial periods in which to expose the 
potential buyer to their particular brand of support.  Examples range from potential talent 
tourists being offered exemplar golf instructional sessions, rounds on the academy golf 
course in the company of existing student-athletes who augment and reinforce the available 
information, and residential stays at academies so they can learn and experience first-hand the 
lifestyle and pastoral support that is on offer.  One may ask though how representative is this 
experience of a typical day for a talent tourist.  Again we highlight the benefit to be gained by 
establishing an independent body which could provide unprejudiced public reports on each 
academies’ offer. 
The final contributors to the academy selection process are the attitudes and 
personality of the consumer.  Here, attitudes are the individual’s enduring feelings towards 
the product or service and belief that enrolling into a specific academy will positively 
enhance their chances of goal achievement (Ajzen, 1991).  Whereas, personality refers to that 
individual’s internal traits and behaviors that make that person unique.  Attitudes consist of 
three components—cognitive, behavioral, and affective elements.  The cognitive element 
concerns knowledge of an object or idea, the behavioral attitude reflects the action tendencies 
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exhibited towards the object/idea, whilst the affective element describes the feelings one has 
towards said object or idea.  As noted above, the academies’ marketing and promotion clearly 
focus on these first two elements in order to foster a positive attitude towards their product.  
For example the Gary Gilchrist Golf Academy website states that “CHAMPIONS ARE 
MADE NOT BORN.  At the Gary Gilchrist Golf Academy, our mission is to provide the 
best junior golf academy environment that allows junior golfers to reach their true potential.  
Your road to College Golf starts here” (Gary Gilchrist, 2015).  For the talent tourist, however, 
where is the objective data to counter the marketing messaging? 
In addition to the academies’ promotions noted above, an environment or culture is 
often articulated to portray a family atmosphere, a close, welcoming and supportive 
community in order to connect with the talent tourists’ inner desires and self-concepts and 
evoke positive emotions.  Indeed, many academies also target their information and 
promotion at certain personality types in order to give them the best chance at influencing 
their attitudes and have a more positive effect on their buying decision.  In contrast, other 
larger academies offer a “blanket approach,” offering something for everyone so individuals 
will inevitably relate to the venue and offer. 
So, on first inspection the golf academies seem homogenous in program and facilities.  
However, a deeper observation reveals that this market is segmented into subdivisions based 
on size and preferred customer, developing a specific offer to appeal to the targeted 
personality type but also the personal and social elements of the buying process (Dibb et al., 
2012).  For example, the Eagle’s Dream Academy focusses its attention on Chinese golfers, 
offering coaching and pastoral practices aligned to the Chinese culture and language (Eagles 
Dream, 2015).  Annika Golf has targeted those golfers who prefer more individualized 
attention, thus limiting the number of players they will recruit in order to maintain low coach 
to player ratios (Annika, 2015).  Saddle Brook promotes a resort-based experience where 
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golfers live, train, and are educated on site with open access to resort level quality training 
and leisure facilities (Saddle Brook, 2015b).  Bishops Gate markets a more exclusive high 
end experience with their players living and practicing on their very own golf course 
(Bishops Gate, 2015b).  IMG promote the most performance-focused elite level training 
environment on offer with career-focused athletes from many different sports sharing state-
of-the-art facilities (IMG, 2015d), whilst Core promotes the most student welfare based 
program (Core, 2015).  With no current unbiased and impartial compendium of information 
however, how would our talent tourist ensure that they made the correct personal choice and 
did not waste valuable time, money, and effort after making an ill-informed decision? 
In this section, we have explored US golf academies’ operation, curriculum, and 
promotional activities aimed at influencing the customers’ buying decision.  We have 
highlighted significant information gaps by which the talent tourist can make an informed 
decision.  A genuine requirement for creating a range of performance evaluation metrics by 
which to evaluate the academies’ effectiveness has been exposed.  In doing so we have 
identified a real need for the establishment of an impartial and independent body that could 
oversee the recording and publicizing of the results, and also validate the academies’ 
marketing claims. 
Areas for Future Research 
Although the demonstration of current academy practices is interesting for readers 
who sit outside of the US system, the greater resonance here would be a critical analysis of 
the observed practice based on the evidence in TDEs, and discussion of how academies may 
choose to develop their offer in future.  In reference to this point, we note how the current 
talent tourists might base their buying decisions on perceptions of expertise gained from 
professionally constructed marketing materials, testimonies, and well publicized coaching 
biographies.  We may ask, however, to what extent these perceptions are a valid measure of 
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quality?  Expertise is inextricably linked to the decision making input of coaches and 
deliverers (Collins, Collins, & Grecic, 2015; Grecic & Collins, 2012; Martindale & Collins, 
2005, 2012; Lyle, 2002, 2010), and knowledge is a key determinant of expert decision 
making and behavior (Bentham, 2004; Grecic & Collins, 2013; Nash & Collins, 2006).  
Accordingly, it would be interesting to mirror previous research into coach learning and 
development (Erickson, Côté, & Fraser-Thomas, 2007; Gilbert, Lichtenwaldt, Gilbert, & Côté, 
2009; Jones, Wallace, & Potrac, 2003; Mallett, 2010; Nash & Sproule, 2009; Schempp, 
Templeton, & Clark, 1998; Wright, Trudel, & Culver, 2007) and interview academy coaches 
to gain their interpretations on the operation, ethos, success, and knowledge base which 
underpins their coaching philosophy and their academies’ “sell” (Bennie & O’Connor, 2010; 
Grecic & Palmer, 2013; Grecic, MacNamara, & Collins, 2013; Nash, Sproule, & Horton, 
2008).  Indeed, all the academies we researched, professed a desire to create a positive, 
supporting environment for their players to train in, but how close is this environment a true 
holistic and player-centered TDE? (Henriksen, Stambulova, & Roessler, 2010; Kidman, 
2005; Martindale et al., 2007).  After all, it is an ultimate goal of these academies to develop 
players that are equipped to succeed on the professional tour.  To provide a best possible 
service to golfers seeking a career in professional golf, it is therefore necessary to determine 
whether these academy coaches’ professional practice is actually modelled on holistic values 
and evidence-based research which promotes long-term developmental aims and methods, 
wide ranging coherent messages of support, and individualized and on-going development.  If 
not, then we need to ask “why not?” and support the academies on their own developmental 
and learning journey.  Alternatively, it may be the case that US academies are simply 
operating an income-led business model which relies on sophisticated sales and marketing 
and preys on young golfers’ and their parents internal motives?  They may be very successful 
as a commercial business but surely this needs to be explicitly explained to our talent tourists 
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when they are considering their options?  Indeed, a crucial aspect of the talent pathway for 
most, unfortunately, is knowing when to seek alternative opportunities. 
Another pertinent and interesting line of investigation would be to explore how the 
academy coaches gain their positions, develop their knowledge and self-professed expertise 
to perform their TD practices.  Are they actually as “expert” in TD as the talent tourists are 
led to believe?  Indeed, the development of expertise has long been an area of research 
interest, and has been studied within many domains from a variety of approaches (see Allard 
& Starkes, 1993; Berliner, 1994; Ericsson, Krampe, & Tesch-Römer, 1993; Ericsson 1996; 
Starkes & Ericsson, 2003).  Notably, findings have revealed similar trends/themes regarding 
the nature of such expertise once it has finally been acquired, which Nash and Collins (2006) 
summarized as being: 
domain specific and developed over a prolonged period of time; experts recognize 
patterns faster than novices; expert knowledge is structured to allow easier recall; experts 
sort problems into categories according to features of their solutions; experts initially are 
slower to solve problems than non-experts but are faster overall; experts are more flexible 
and are more able to adapt to situations; experts develop routines to allow processing 
capacity to be focused on on-going environments; and experts take deeper meanings from 
cues than novices. (p. 466) 
It would therefore be of great interest to apply such standards to the academy coaches’ 
professional practice in an attempt to validate their claims. 
Following this line of reasoning, it would also be extremely valuable to gain different 
stakeholders’ perceptions of whether the academies are, in fact, developing expertise in their 
golfers.  We suggest that worthy lines of investigation could include the following areas: how 
young golfers are equipped with the ability to successfully refine their golfing skills (Carson 
& Collins, 2011) considering that all golfers seeking scholarships would already be in 
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possession of well-established golf swing techniques (Carson & Collins, 2016); the 
psychological characteristics to develop excellence in their game (PCDEs; Gould, 
Dieffenbach, & Moffatt, 2002; MacNamara, 2011);  whether the academy staff sufficiently 
understand the skill development process to continually develop this expertise (Carson & 
Collins, 2011; Carson, Collins, & MacNamara, 2013; Toner & Moran, 2015); and if so, on 
what basis are their decisions about this process being made (PJDM; Martindale & Collins, 
2005, 2012).  Indeed, we need to delve deeper to ascertain just how effective and impactful 
the academies are, whether they are actually worth the money paid by the talent tourists, and 
how adept they are in supporting developments in skill and the life stage transitions that will 
face these future elite athletes (Wylleman, Alframann, & Lavalle, 2004; Collins & 
MacNamara, 2012)?  Interviews with college head coaches, AJGA tournament organizers, 
parents, and current academy players would offer fascinating observations, opinions, and 
further insights into this route of the US golfing pathway and provide a developmental 
framework for academies to constantly modify and improve their product (Collins & 
Cruickshank, 2012; Cruickshank & Collins, 2012, 2013; Fletcher & Arnold, 2011; Pankhurst, 
Collins, & MacNamara, 2013; Sotiriadou & Shilbury, 2013). 
Summary 
This paper has started an exploration into the growing phenomenon of US academies.  
It has revealed a new talent pathway route for non-US resident golfers into elite-level golf.  
The structure and operation of US golf academies within this pathway has been described, 
whilst the reasons behind how and why these might have become a popular option for twenty 
first century talent tourists have been displayed.  Finally we have discussed the question of 
how justifiable the academies’ claims are of being an expert nurturer of talent and how we 
could delve deeper into this area.  In doing so we have highlighted the need to establish 
robust and valid performance measures and evaluative processes in order to provide 
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invaluable information for our future talent tourists.  We look forwards to comment, debate 
and further data to drive this exploration. 
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